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Basics

Ball pythons are a relatively small snake, growing to a maximum size of between 3 and 6 feet long. Males

typically grow to be between 3-4 feet long and females can reach 5 feet or longer. In addition they come

in many colors, or morphs that range in price and availability. Ball pythons have a long lifespan ranging

30-40 plus years, so plan on keeping it for a long time, if you decide to purchase one. They often have a

very docile temperament and often ball up as a defense rather than striking, which makes them great as

a beginner snake.  However they do periodically go off of food, which can be stressful to a new snake

owner.

If you have any further questions that this guide does not cover make sure to conduct your own

thorough research. Reading multiple care guides can help broaden your knowledge. There is a plethora

of guides out there, so it is best to read multiple and follow what the care guides have in common. You

can also reach out to your exotic vet, or breeders for more in depth information, and to answer any

questions you may have. Make sure to never stop researching your pets care. New better ways of

keeping and caring for ball pythons are discovered all the time, and its best to try to keep up with what is

best for your species.

Natural habitat

Ball Pythons are native to west and central Africa. They are commonly found in grasslands, and open

forest areas. They spend the majority of day and night in burrows, under logs and other easy to get

under objects. Ball pythons tend to be most active during dusk and dawn. 

Bringing home your ball python

One mistake people tend to make after getting a snake is they want to hold it and play with it.

Unfortunately this is not good with ball pythons and snakes in general. Snakes need  time to adequately

get adjusted to their new home. We recommend giving your snake 7 to 10 days to adjust to its new



environment before handling or attempting to feed. Make sure you have a good set up at home for your

snake so it can go right in and start getting used to its new environment. 

We also recommend doing a quarantine period during this time to make sure your snake doesn’t have

any unwanted external parasites, or sickness that could be passed on to other pets, especially if you

already own other reptiles. We recommend using paper towels during this time as mites are much easier

to spot on a white blank background. 

Husbandry

Husbandry is the MOST important aspect when it comes to keeping ball pythons or any reptile.

Husbandry is the combination of the enclosure, making sure you have the correct size for your snake, the

heat, humidity, adequate places to hide, substrate, and everything you need to keep your ball python

happy and healthy.  Proper enclosure can include but not limited to Rubbermaid totes, custom built

enclosures made from melamine, or some other water resistant nontoxic material, or glass terrariums,

although the screen lids often lead to difficulty keeping humidity in the correct ranges.

Never house multiple snakes together. Housing multiple of the same species in an enclosure together

could lead to high levels of stress, illness, injury, or death. Housing two snakes of different species is also

not recommended due to differences in care needs and could also lead to high stress levels,

illness, injury or death.

Proper enclosure size is a major component of keeping your snake happy and healthy and often requires

getting a smaller enclosure to begin and upgrade once your ball python has outgrown their current

enclosure.  A baby ball python does better in a smaller enclosure; anything between 10 and 25 gallon

terrarium or equal in dimensions will work fine. In addition to size, the enclosure should have multiple

hides for the snake to go underneath if it feels the need. Baby snakes often feel overwhelmed in large,

barren enclosures that lead to higher levels of stress resulting in the refusal of food and sometimes even

death.

An adult ball python should be housed in a 120 gallon terrarium that is 4ft long by 2ft wide and 2ft tall.

With ball python it is possible to get away with only having 12 inches of height, as they are primarily

terrestrial species. They do sometimes show some arboreal activity, but we believe that 12 inches is still

plenty of height. With larger enclosures it is harder to keep proper heat and humidity, so keep that in

mind when making your ball python enclosure. The enclosure for the adult should have multiple hides,

with one being on the hot side, and one on the cooler side so the snake has choices between where to

spend its time.

When using a Rubbermaid tote as an enclosure it is important to remember that the animal

does need ventilation. This can be done in a few different ways. You can drill holes in the sides or in the

lid to allow for airflow. Use a box cutter to remove any sharp edges that may injure the snake if they

climb on it. You may also cut large holes and glue screening over the holes. Hot glue works great for

gluing the screen on.

Breeders and people with large collections may also use a rack system for caging. They can be made at

home or bought online. Rack systems are specially designed bookshelves like racks that hold tubs . They



are designed for very minimalistic care. They are easily managed, and easy to keep all the perfect

husbandry needs. However; they lack aesthetics and are not very enriching for the animal.

Proper heating is needed for ball pythons. Like all reptiles, they are ectothermic, meaning they cannot

produce body heat themselves. For the heating of ball pythons, there are a few good options, overhead

heat lamp, an under the tank heat pad, or heat tape. It is important not to use a heat rock as they are

made for direct contact and can malfunction and cause burns to your snake. Overhead heat lamps work

well for glass terrariums with screen lids, but again, humidity is harder to keep at an adequate level

because of the screen top. They work great for custom built enclosures because you can custom make

the screen portions big enough for the lamp to sit on, but small enough that not a lot of humidity

escapes. Under the tank heaters work best for Rubbermaid totes. Totes could be modified to have a

screen lid for a lamp, but with a heat pad underneath, it keeps adequate heat on the warm side, and

leaves room for the snake to move if it becomes too warm, and prevents humidity from escaping. Heat

tape is often used for rack systems, but may be modifiable to be used with Rubbermaid totes. If you live

in an area that gets cold at night, using a heat pad or getting a ceramic heat emitter is recommended for

night time use.  UVB lights may be offered as an addition, but they are not needed for digestive help. We

also recommend getting a thermostat that will monitor your heat and shut off heating units if the

temperatures get too high, and can turn the heat back on if the temperature becomes too cold.

Having too much or too little heat can be lethal for your ball python. Housing of a ball python needs a

cool side as well as a warm side. The warm side of the enclosure needs to be around 85-88 degrees

Fahrenheit, with a basking spot of 88-96 degrees Fahrenheit. In addition to that the cool side needs to be

around 75-80 degrees Fahrenheit, however make sure the enclosure does not drop below  75 degrees

Fahrenheit, as it can lead to feeding and digestion issues, along with upper respiratory infections.

Temperatures exceeding 96 degrees Fahrenheit can be extremely lethal, especially if the snake has no

way to escape the heat.  Monitoring heat with a thermometer is highly recommended, as guessing

temps could lead to health issues if guesses are inaccurate. 

Another key component to a healthy snake is to have adequate humidity. Just like with heat, having too

much or too little can be a problem. Average humidity should stay around 60% however babies may

need slightly higher. Having a hydrometer in your enclosure is highly recommended to help you keep

track of your humidity. If your humidity is too low, this can cause issues with shedding. Ways to increase

your humidity is to dampen the substrate lightly, put some damp moss in the enclosure, using a larger

water dish, or if using an enclosure with a large screen top, covering 75% of the screen. On the contrary

if your humidity is too high, or the substrate is too wet, it could lead to upper respiratory infections,

and/or scale rot. In addition, highly saturated substrate could grow mold.

There is a wide variety of substrates available for the use of snakes. Paper towels and newspapers are

the cheapest and easiest to clean up. It's as simple as cleaning out the old and dirty, and replacing it with

new. However it doesn’t make for a naturalistic looking enclosure, and isn’t the best for keeping

humidity up. You can use cypress mulch, orchid bark, or eco-earth. Eco -earth is not digestible and can

sometimes get stuck in the heat pits of your ball python so monitoring to make sure they don’t consume

a lot while consuming prey is recommended. Also keeping a good eye on their heat pits to make sure

they don't have any stuck in them. If some does get stuck in the heat pits, soak your snake then gently

try to work it out with a q-tip. Never use a substrate with cedar or pine, as they have oils that can cause

issues to the snake. Reptile carpets, carefresh and aspen are also not good for ball pythons. 



Feeding/Water

To start, we recommend feeding the snake in its enclosure. Some sites may suggest moving the snake to

a separate enclosure for feeding to reduce cage aggression. We have found that moving a snake from its

enclosure causes unneeded stress and causes a higher chance of refusing food. If the snake does eat, the

stress of handling it after it ate could cause the snake to regurgitate its food. Cage aggression is mostly

seen in snakes that are highly food motivated, hungry, or if you have the scent of a food item on your

hands. So if you are feeding your snake make sure to always wash your hands before and after messing

with food to reduce the chances of the snake mistaking your hand for food.

 We recommend feeding your ball python pre-killed or frozen thawed prey. Most common food items for

ball pythons are mice, rats, and African soft furs. The size of the food item should be no larger than the

largest portion of your snake. Ball pythons often have their instinct to hunt, therefore calling for you to

mock life in the pre-killed prey. We recommend using a pair of feeding tongs to keep accidental bites

from occurring. In some cases feeding live is a must, and if you must feed a live prey we recommend

watching until the snake has killed the prey. After 5-10 minutes if the snake shows no interest in the prey,

remove the prey item from the enclosure. A live prey item CAN and WILL attack your snake causing

serious injury, or death to your snake.

  Feeding a ball python can sometimes be tricky, and is a leading concern for ball pythons not being a

good beginner snake. Ball pythons can and will refuse food for what seems like no reason whatsoever,

causing many new owners to be worried. Refusal to eat can be largely associated with something wrong

in the husbandry department. When a ball python refuses to eat it’s time to do some investigation to see

what the issue is; some sort of issue with heat or humidity, maybe the prey item is too small or too large,

if feeding frozen/thawed  the prey item may be too cold or too warm. Offering the wrong prey item can

also be a determining factor, maybe your snake is in the mood for a rat, and you are feeding a mouse, so

you may need to try a different food item. In the cases of males, the time of year can also play a part in

the snake's loss of appetite. If everything husbandry wise is good, food size is appropriate and you have

tried every way possible when it comes to your pre-killed item, trying a live food item may be needed.

Again when attempting to feed live, keep still and observe if the snake doesn’t show interest after 5-10

minutes remove the food item.

If your snake refuses food after checking husbandry requirements, and trying multiple food items and

delivery it's possible your snake just isn't hungry. Wait for a week and try to feed again. If your snake

continues not to eat, start monitoring weight.  Sometimes ball pythons will go off of food for a few

weeks, to a couple of months and just have no interest in food. There is little to no concern unless your

snake begins losing weight at a rapid rate. If your snake is losing weight rapidly, seek a veterinarian as it

could be a sign of intestinal parasite or some other medical issue. If your snake is losing weight, but only

a gram or so a week, there is little concern, as not eating will cause a small amount of weight loss. If the

snake is losing 10 or more grams in a week, contacting a veterinarian is recommended. 

During the months of November through as late as February male ball pythons may go off food in

aspects of breeding. As in the wild this is the time of their breeding season. During this period of time

males will sometimes eat, and sometimes will go off food, as they only desire to mate. Mating is NOT

needed to make you snake happy. It is only instinctual for them to keep their species thriving but

breeding or lack of breeding does not affect the snakes overall health.



Water for a snake is probably the easiest aspect when it comes to owning a ball python. We recommend

a dish that is big enough your snake can fit in, so it may soak if it feels the need. Also make sure to check

the water every day or every other day to ensure it has fresh and clean water. 

Behaviors

Ball pythons rarely strike as a defense mechanism, which makes them a good beginner snake as

temperaments go.  Their go to defense mechanism is to ball up, hence the name ball python. A defensive

strike is very noticeable, because it is a quick strike with mouth gaping and is an immediate release if it

makes contact. If your ball python exhibits a defensive strike it most likely is very stressed and feeling

vulnerable. If your ball python is defensively striking try giving an additional place to hide, add some

extra decorations to the enclosure, and give it a couple days to calm down. A feeding response strike is

accompanied by a grab and coil and sometimes a hungry snake can mistake your hand as food, especially

if you have rodent scent on your hands. If this occurs the snake will bite and coil and will require a few

different methods to get it to release. You can gently uncoil the snake and put it down in its enclosure, if

it continues to hold on, you can gently attempt to pry it off. Another method is to run some water over

its head, or place a small amount of mouthwash around the openings of its mouth and it will eventually

let go. 

An important part of owning a snake is to understand shedding. Shedding occurs from the snake growing

and the frequency of sheds will vary depending on the age of your snake, size of your snake and its

feeding habits. Shedding can occur anywhere from about 4 times a year to upwards of 12 times in your

younger faster growing snakes. When a snake is about to shed their scales color gets dull and darker than

normal and their eyes become milky looking, this often referred to the snake being opaque. Snakes that

are opaque tend to spend more time hiding, and in most cases will refuse food. They also tend to be

moody. The snake being opaque lasts around 4-7 days, and during those days the skin underneath is

fragile and easily damaged. We recommend you do not handle it to avoid possible injury to the new skin.

If you must handle the snake, being as gentle as possible is a must. Between the 4-7 days of being

opaque, the snake’s eye will clear up and shedding will take place 4 to 7 days later. The snake will use

something abrasive in the enclosure to rub against and break the old skin, so it can slither out. With

proper humidity the snake should be able to fully shed in 1 complete piece. It's important to note that

snakes do not have eyelids and it is important that they shed the eye caps off with the rest of their skin.

Stuck sheds can lead to certain health issues that will be covered in a later section of this care guild.  

Health concerns.

Before getting a ball python or any exotic pet, it is important to find a source of veterinary care. Not all

veterinarians see exotic animals and finding care in the midst of a sickness can be difficult. Although ball

pythons don’t need vaccines and frequent health checks it is recommended that you take your snake to

the vet at least once yearly just for a general checkup and fecal to check for any intestinal parasites. This

sounds simple enough, but many vets do not see snakes or exotics pets at all. It’s important to do

research for vet care before bringing home an exotic pet to make sure you are able or willing to travel to

the closest exotic vet. Many people have to travel several hours one way to get to an exotic vet and it

would be best to know where to go and be established with an exotic vet before something serious

occurs. Ball pythons take longer than dogs or cats to show signs of sickness, and it may have been going

on several days or weeks before you noticed. So getting them in ASAP is crucial. 



There is a wide variety of diseases and other ailments that can affect your snake. Some of them are

minor and others can be life threatening. Most of these can be prevented however with proper

husbandry, and we are fully confident that if you follow our husbandry advice you can keep your snake

protected from most if not all of the ones we are about to cover. It is very important that if you feel

something is wrong with your snake that you make an appointment with an exotic veterinarian. Please

note that exotic vets can be difficult to find, as NOT all vets can treat exotics pets, it is important to find

the closest exotic vet before picking up an exotic pet, to make sure you have somewhere to go if your

snake gets sick.

Before breaking off into sicknesses and parasites, we are going to cover a genetic disease known as the

Wobble. The wobble is a neurologic deficit that affects the morphs spider, woma, and hidden gene

woma, champagne, super sable and powerball. The wobble causes the head to sway when the snake is

holding its head up, or getting ready to strike, it can also cause your snake to make a corkscrew figuration

when attempting to move, and this is exaggerated when the snake becomes excited or stressed. Most

snakes with wobble can and do live long healthy lives and only in severe cases are they unable to thrive. 

Snakes can become constipated, or impacted in the reptile world. This mostly occurs from low humidity,

dehydration, or the combination of low temperatures and larger meal sizes. Impaction can also occur if

you use a loose substrate and your snake ingests too much of it while eating. Impactions are noticed as a

bulge near the anal vent, and a lack of appetite. In some cases the snake may still try to eat, and if

impacted may regurgitate its food. This typically happens within 24 to 48 hours after eating its meal.

Soaking your snake may help, however if a 30 minute soak in lukewarm water doesn’t help the snake

defecate. Seeking a veterinarian is recommended, as impactions can lead to infection and death.

Stuck shed is an easy fix. Stuck shed most commonly happens because of improper humidity. This can be

anything from a patch of shed here and there, to the majority of the shed being stuck. Stuck sheds often

look patchy, flaky and dry. It's important to get the stuck shed off as leaving it can lead to scale rot or

other sores and lesions. It is also important to never try to pull the stuck shed as you could injure the

snake in the process. The best way to remove the shed is to soak your snake in lukewarm water for 30

minutes, then try to gently massage the stuck shed away. If the shed is hydrated enough it should peel

right off, if not, soak your snake for another 15 minutes and repeat until the shed comes off. Stuck shed

is easily preventable by keeping humidity around 60% and you can slightly increase humidity during

shedding.

Snakes can sometimes get external parasites known as mites. Mites often look like little black dots on

your snake's underbelly and around the face, nose, eyes, and mouth. Mites can come from poor

husbandry, bringing in a new reptile and not quarantining, or sometimes from pet stores who have poor

husbandry. Mites are a disaster as they can cause your snake to not eat, they also soak more often in

their water dishes, and can quickly affect a whole reptile collection. If you notice mites, frequently

cleaning the cage, soaking all decorations and your snake is recommended. Using Mite spray to clean

your enclosure is highly recommended, but we don’t recommend spraying directly on the snake, even if



the spray is safe to do so. We recommend soaking the snake for 25-30 minutes in lukewarm water with a

small amount of unscented dawn dish liquid in it. Suds up the water a little so the mite can get trapped

as they fall off. Daily cleaning and soaking will be needed until there is no longer a site of mites.

 

Another external parasite that your snake could pick up is ticks. If you live in a warm climate and can

provide an outdoor enclosure, or if you frequently allow your snake to hang out in the grass around your

house you should check for ticks. Ticks can climb under the scales and feed off of the snake as it would

any other animal. If you come across a tick, remove the tick with a pair of forceps, making sure to

remove the head. If you do not feel comfortable removing the tick, schedule an appointment with your

vet.

Internal parasites are another common ailment in captive species. As the days of importing have

decreased, internal parasites have dropped, but it is still possible to get them. Getting food items for

non-reputable places, combined with poor husbandry can lead to internal parasites. Signs of such can be

a lack of appetite, weight loss and runny stool. A trip to the vet with a fresh fecal sample will help

determine if this is the cause, and how to treat it.

A common illness associated with improper husbandry is upper respiratory infections (URI) and can be

seen in conjunction with stomatitis (mouth rot). Bacteria build up from a dirty cage, viruses, and

parasites can also cause URI. Upper respiratory infections are fatal if left untreated and can be lethal if

caught too late. Signs of a URI include but are not limited to excess mucus in the mouth, nasal discharge,

lethargy, loss of appetite, wheezing and may make gurgling sounds or open mouth to breathe. If any of

these signs are observed, call your local exotic, and get the soonest appointment possible.



Stomatitis or mouth rot is another common illness in ball pythons. This infection appears as pinpoint

hemorrhages on the gums, excessive amounts of thick mucus, which could contain blood or pus in the

mouth. Mouth rot is often secondary to an injury to the mouth, improper husbandry, poor nutrition,

inadequate heating and humidity or overcrowding. 

Dermatitis (Skin infection) or scale rot is seen in reptiles that are kept in an environment that is too wet

or too dry. The skin may be red, have numerous small blister like lesions on the underside of the reptile

making them easily missed. Untreated blisters can fill with bacteria, cause infection and could lead to the

animal becoming septic and could lead to death. Reptiles kept in dry conditions may not completely shed

and could build bacteria and infected lesions underneath the retained skin.



If you notice any of the symptoms above, or anything that is not normal for your snake, we recommend

that you call the closest exotic vet and take your ball python to a veterinarian. We recommend that you

do not attempt to treat at home, improperly treating your animal could lead to increased stress and

possibly death.

Female snakes can egg bind even if they have never been with a male snake. Egg binding is when a snake

is unable to lay eggs. This is normally in response to inadequate husbandry. Egg binding can often be

associated with improper temperatures, improper humidity level, and lack of nesting sites, improper diet

and even dehydration. In some cases egg binding can be the result of physical conditions such as

abnormalities in the reproductive tract or even lack of muscle for a sedentary lifestyle. A snake

experiencing egg binding will usually refuse food and be weak and lethargic. In these cases the snake

must be taken to a vet as soon as possible or the snake may perish.


